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Abstract

The ever-increasing data scale of user-item interac-
tions makes it challenging for an effective and effi-
cient recommender system. Recently, hash-based
collaborative filtering (Hash-CF) approaches em-
ploy efficient Hamming distance of learned binary
representations of users and items to accelerate rec-
ommendations. However, Hash-CF often faces two
challenging problems, i.e., optimization on discrete
representations and preserving semantic informa-
tion in learned representations. To address the
above two challenges, we propose HCFRec, a nov-
el Hash-CF approach for effective and efficient rec-
ommendations. Specifically, HCFRec not only in-
novatively introduces normalized flow to learn the
optimal hash code by efficiently fitting a proposed
approximate mixture multivariate normal distribu-
tion, a continuous but approximately discrete distri-
bution, but also deploys a cluster consistency pre-
serving mechanism to preserve the semantic struc-
ture in representations for more accurate recom-
mendations. Extensive experiments conducted on
six real-world datasets demonstrate the superiority
of our HCFRec compared to the state-of-art meth-
ods in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.

1 Introduction
Recommender System (RS) has recently become a crucial
tool to alleviate information overload in many areas with rich
data, including but not limited to e-commerce, education, fi-
nance, and health [Zhu et al., 2021]. As a pivotal technology
of RS, Collaborative Filtering (CF) has received thrilling suc-
cess owing to its inherent domain-independent and easy-to-
explain properties. Specifically, CF attempts to learn repre-
sentations of users and items from their interactive informa-
tion for the subsequent user preference prediction and item
recommendation[Chen et al., 2022]. However, with the ex-
plosive growth of users and items, CF based recommenda-
tion methods often suffer from high time and space costs [Qi
et al., 2021a].
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Fortunately, hash-based CF (Hash-CF) approaches [Chen
et al., 2018] have been proven to have a good ability to com-
press data and accelerate computation for recommendation-
s with billion-scale users and items [Shan et al., 2018]. In
large-scale recommendation scenarios, Hash-CF takes effect
by encoding high dimensional real-valued vectors into com-
pact one-hot codes (hash representations), such that: (1) bit-
wise operations (e.g., XOR) instead of real-valued calcula-
tions for preference inference can dramatically accelerate rec-
ommendations; (2) bit-wise representations often achieve a
64× storage compression rate compared to real-valued repre-
sentations. Therefore, Hash-CF enables a lighter and more
efficient recommendation model even massive data are in-
volved in decision-makings.

However, existing Hash-CF approaches often face two
challenges existing in the learned hash representations. First-
ly, CH1: how to implement optimization on discrete hash
representations? The hash representation is usually obtained
through the sign function, and optimizing such a represen-
tation will lead to a challenging mixed-binary-integer opti-
mization problem [Wang et al., 2018], which is NP-hard. A
promising solution is to replace the sign function with a con-
tinuous relaxation (e.g., tanh function) to learn deterministic
hash representations in an end-to-end manner, which, how-
ever, is not robust due to a lack of noise tolerance consider-
ation. Fortunately, Variational Autoencoder (VAE) [Kingma
and Welling, 2014] with its probabilistic nature can model
features as distributions to accommodate much uncertainty
or noisy in data, so as to implement robust recommendation
[Liang et al., 2018]. However, for the Hash-CF task, fea-
tures need to be modeled as latent discrete Bernoulli distri-
butions to generate hash representations. Such distributions
with discrete nature make the optimization on hash repre-
sentations more difficult. Secondly, CH2: how to preserve
semantic information in discrete representations?A hash rep-
resentation has intrinsically limited representation ability, as
it carries less semantic information than a real-valued repre-
sentation. Although the existing Hash-CF approaches [Zhang
et al., 2016] try to control quantization loss to reduce the d-
ifference between real-valued and hash representations, they
fail to preserve the semantic structure consistency between
them. The two representations without structural consensus
drop much semantic information that is crucial to accurate
recommendations.
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In light of the above two challenges, we propose a nov-
el Hash-CF recommendation approach, i.e., HCFRec, which
generates compact yet informative hash representations for
effective and efficient recommendations. The proposal is
comprised of two major components based on VAE frame-
work for robust generalization capability. Specifically, for
CH1, hash representation generation component first models
user (item) features as user (item) real-valued representations
that obey a simple prior normal distribution. Considering the
difficulty in optimizing a discrete distribution, we innovative-
ly propose an approximate mixture multivariate normal dis-
tribution, a continuous but approximately discrete distribu-
tion, and introduce normalized flow [Rezende and Mohamed,
2015] to deploy reversible transformation functions from the
simple normal distribution to the complex and approximate-
ly discrete distribution. Normalized flow can efficiently im-
plement reversible distribution transformation from a simple
continuous distribution to any complex continuous distribu-
tion with same dimensions. To our best knowledge, this is
the first attempt to introduce normalized flow for binary opti-
mization. Finally, hash representations are generated by bina-
rization operations. For CH2, cluster consistency preserving
component first respectively clusters the real-valued represen-
tations and the hash distribution both generated in the first
component. Subsequently, a loss function is designed for the
two representations to alternately learn semantic information
with structural consensus.

We summarize our main contributions as follows: (1) We
propose a novel Hash-CF approach implemented on a varia-
tional framework for effective and efficient recommendation.
(2) Normalized flow is first introduced to learn the optimal
hash codes by efficiently fitting our proposed approximate
mixture multivariate normal distribution, which makes it pos-
sible for efficient optimization on discrete distribution. (3)
We innovatively develop a cluster structure preserving mech-
anism to retain cluster consensus between real-valued and
hash representations for more accurate recommendations. (4)
Extensive experiments conducted on six real-world datasets
demonstrate the superiority of our HCFRec approaches over
state-of-the-art competitive ones.

2 Related Work
2.1 Hash-CF Methods
Due to the intrinsic characteristics of high efficiency and low
storage cost, Hash-CF has recently gained ever-increasing at-
tentions of researchers, including two kinds of approaches.
First, the ”two-stage” approaches learn hash representations
through a continuous representation learning stage followed
by a binary quantization stage [Karatzoglou et al., 2010;
Zhang et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2017b], which, however,
produces considerable quantization errors. Second, the “end-
to-end” approaches try to optimize hash representations di-
rectly. Some researchers model user and item features as
deterministic representations [Zhang et al., 2016][Zhang et
al., 2017a][Liu et al., 2019]. However, these approaches lack
noise tolerance. For more generalization, some researchers
recruit probability-based VAE to model user/item features as
discrete Bernoulli distributions [Hansen et al., 2020]. How-

ever, discrete latent space makes it challenging for hash codes
to be optimized effectively and efficiently.

2.2 VAE-based CF Methods
VAE has recently achieved strong performance improvements
on CF [Liang et al., 2018]. VAE’s strong generative ability
even in sparse settings is mainly because it can model rep-
resentations as a distribution rather than a deterministic vec-
tor to account for much uncertainty in the latent space. [Lee
et al., 2017] incorporates auxiliary information into VAE for
CF. [Karamanolakis et al., 2018] also takes side information
into account, which learns user representations in multimodal
latent space for better recommendation. RecVAE [Kara-
manolakis et al., 2018] introduces some regularization tech-
niques into VAE to improve recommendation performance.
However, despite remarkable improvements are achieve in
these works, they only learn user representations but ignore
valuable item information. In this situation, [Truong et al.,
2021] models a Bilateral VAE framework to learn both user
and item representations for more robust recommendation.

3 Methodology
The data we intend to learn from is a user-item interaction
matrixR ∈ RNU×NV , whereNU andNV denote the number
of users and items, respectively. The i-th row of R is formu-
lated as ri,∗ ∈ RNV while the j-th column of R is formulat-
ed as r∗,j ∈ RNU , representing user feature and item feature,
respectively. Moreover, EU and EV are respectively user en-
coder and item encoder, bU ∈ {−1, 1}D and bV ∈ {−1, 1}D
respectively indicate user hash representations and item hash
representations. The main problem we need to solve is: Giv-
en ri,∗ and r∗,j from matrix R, a model is needed to learn
hash representations bU and bV for effective and efficient
recommendations.

3.1 Overview of HCFRec
Our HCFRec model is mainly based on a dual VAE frame-
work comprised of hash representation generation compo-
nent and cluster consistency preserving component, as illus-
trated in Figure 1. Details of each component are as follows:
(1) Hash Representation Generation Component. Due to
the close correlation with the VAE framework, this compo-
nent is embedded into the VAE for introduction here. Con-
cretely, we first employ VAE framework to model user (item)
features as real-valued representations that obey prior normal
distribution. Normalized flow is subsequently deployed to
achieve pre-hash representation that obeys a continuous but
approximately discrete distribution. Finally, sign function on
this distribution is recruited to output hash representations.
(2) Cluster Consistency Preserving Component. We clus-
ter the embedded real-valued representations and the gen-
erated hash representations, and alternately learn cluster-
consistent semantic information from each other to ensure the
semantic structure restoration ability of hash representations.
Finally, HCFRec uses the enhanced hash representations for
recommendations.
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Figure 1: The overview of HCFRec. The left is the model framework based on dual VAE, comprised of hash representation generation
component and cluster consistency preserving component. The right is the details of the two components, where we employ user side as a
specific example.

3.2 Hash Representation Generation Component
Modelling. For a recommendation task, the objective we
seek to maximize is the likelihood of a rating, i.e., p(ri,j).
Formally, we determine the likelihood p(ri,j) in Eq.(1) by
introducing binary latent representations bU and bV as con-
ditions.

p(ri,j) =
∑

bU
i ,b

V
j ∈{−1,1}D

p(ri,j |bU
i ,b

V
j )p(bU

i )p(bV
j ) (1)

However, such maximization is intractable, thus we
need to introduce variational inference [Jordan et al.,
1999]. Variational inference devotes to approximate
both posteriors qφ(b

U
i |ri,∗) and qψ(b

V
j |r∗,j) to surrogate

the true intractable posterior p(bU
i |ri,∗) and p(bV

j |r∗,j),
where φ and ψ are parameters on neural network-
s respectively for user and item. Formally, variation-
al inference in this work seeks to simultaneously mini-
mize the KL divergence KL(qφ(bU

i |ri,∗)‖p(bU
i |ri,∗) and

KL(qψ(bV
j |r∗,j‖p(bV

j |r∗,j) to achieve the optimal φ and ψ.
During the learning process with the above variational infer-
ence, an Evidence Lower BOund can be drawn in Eq.(2).
Therefore, we can use ELBO maximization as a proxy to in-
directly maximize the log-likelihood function.

log p(ri,j) ≥
∑
i,j

Eqφ(bU
i |ri,∗)

Eqψ(bV
j |r∗,j)

[log p(ri,j |bU
i ,b

V
j )]

−
∑
i

KL(qφ(b
U
i |ri,∗)‖p(bU

i ))−
∑
j

KL(qψ(b
V
j |r∗,j)‖p(bV

j ))
(2)

where the first term in ELBO indicates the reconstruction
error that measures the likelihood of reconstructing the ob-
served rating data, the two KL terms are regularizers that con-
strain the form of the two approximate posteriors.
Calculation. In this part, user side and item side are treat-
ed symmetrically. Due to the limited space, this part only
takes user side as a specific example for illustration. First-
ly, we adopt EU to generate user mean and variance as
[µUi , (σ

U
i )

2] = EU (ri∗). Then we adopt the reparamet-
ric method to obtain the user real-valued representation as
zUi,0 = µUi + εUi σ

U
i where zUi,0 is a D-dimensional vector.

In order to enhance the model generalization, we align the
real-valued latent space to the standard normal distribution
N (0, I) with the KL-divergence constraint as:

minLU
Align = minKL(N (µU

i , (σ
U
i )2)||N (0, I))

=
1

2

N∑
i=1

[
(µU

i )
2 + (σU

i )2 − log(σU
i )2 − 1

] (3)

After that we adopt the normalized flow to generate the
zUi,T through several layers with probability estimation as:

log qφ(z
U
i,T |d) = log qφ(z

U
i,0|d)−

T−1∑
i=1

log

∣∣∣∣∣det dzUi,t+1|d
dzUi,t|d

∣∣∣∣∣ (4)

where zUi,t + u
U
t χ
(
(wU

t )
>zUi,t + a

U
t

)
= zUi,t+1 ∈ RD and

χ(·) denotes the sigmoid activation function. uUt ,wU
t and aUt

are the trainable network parameters at the t-th layer. Here, it
is worth noting that the reversible distribution transformation
in Eq.(4) is only deployed on the d-th dimension of the entire
D-dimensional representation. Finally, we adopt sign(·) to
achieve the user hash representation as:

bUi = sign(zUi,T ) (5)

Meanwhile we prefer that the latent hash representation
conforms to the Bernoulli distribution as p(bi|d = 1) =
p(bi|d = −1) = 1

2 on the d-th dimension. However, the
Bernoulli distribution is discrete which makes it much more
difficult to be optimized. Therefore, we first innovatively pro-
pose the approximate mixture multivariate normal distribu-
tion represented as:

p(bUi |d) ≈ p(zUi,T |d) =
1

2

[
N (1,Σ(bUi |d)) +N (−1,Σ(bUi |d))

]
(6)

where Σ(bi|d) = γI denotes the covariance matrix of corre-
sponding normal distribution. Here, γ is set to 0.015 in our
experiments. Therefore, we define the loss function corre-
sponding to the KL term in Eq. (2) as:

LUKL =
∑
i

KL(qφ(b
U
i |ri,∗)‖p(bU

i ))

≈
∑
i

∑
d

qφ(z
U
i,t|d)

[
log qφ(z

U
i,t|d)− log p(zUi,T |d)

] (7)
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Here, since p(bUi ) is approximately surrogated by an approx-
imate mixture multivariate normal distribution in Eq.(6), the
KL term is also be approximated in Eq.(7).

Next, we infer the reconstruction loss corresponding to the
likelihood Lrecon = −p(ri,j |bU

i ,b
V
j ) in Eq.(2). In this pa-

per, we assume that the observed rating data obey the Poission
distribution, such that:

Lrecon = − 1

ri,j !
exp

(
ri,j log

(
sB(b

U
i , b

V
j )
)
− sB(bUi , bVj )

)
.

(8)

where sB(bUi , b
V
j ) =

(bU
i )
T
bV

j +K

2K Considering the equiva-
lence of inner product and Hamming distance, hash represen-
tations can be optimized directly by optimizing Eq.(8).

Finally, fusing both user side and item side information,
the loss function for the optimal hash representations can be
defined as:

Lrating = Lrecon + LUAlign + LUKL + LVAlign + LVKL (9)

It is worth noting that, in Eq.(5), bUi (bVj ) is achieved by
sign(·), a non-smooth function that makes the gradient of all
inputs to zero during backward propagation. Thus, we adopt
an identify function f(·) to surrogate sign(·), such that f(·)
achieves unit gradient in the backward pass.

3.3 Cluster Consistency Preserving Component
To further enhance the quality of both real-valued representa-
tions and hash representations, we push them to reach struc-
tural consensus. In other words, neighbors generated by real-
valued representations and hash representations are expected
to be same, such that semantic cluster structure [Liu et al.,
2021] can be preserved.
Neighbor Aggregation. In this part, since user side and item
side can work in the same way, thus, for concise illustration,
we employ user side as a specific example for illustration.
Firstly, we aggregate neighbors into different clusters respec-
tively with real-valued representations and hash representa-
tions. Due to the characteristics of data independence and
time-efficiency, Locality Sensitivity Hashing (LSH) has been
proven a powerful approach for approximate nearest neigh-
bor (ANN) search [Qi et al., 2021b]. Thus, we resort to LSH
for neighbor aggregation. Concretely, since the intrinsic con-
tinuity of real-valued representations and the discreteness of
hash representations, the hash functions of the two represen-
tations are respectively for Euclidean distance and Hamming
distance. Formally, for the real-valued side, we recruit hash
functions as:

hi(z
U
i,0) = b

a · zUi,0 + c

w
c (10)

where a ∼ N (0, I) is a K-dimentional random vector,
c ∼ U(0, w) is a random real value, and w ∈ R+ is a hyper-
parameter. Since LSH is a probability-based approach, we
perform the above hash process L rounds to ensure credibili-
ty. Then, the final hash value can be calculated by:

Hi(z
U
i,0) =

L∑
l=1

Blh
(l)
i (zUi,0) (11)

where B is a constant, and h(l)i is the hash function employed
in round l with independently sampled random variables a
and c. Then, users with the same hash values will be pro-
jected into an identical bucket. We regard neighbors in the
same bucket as a cluster. From the obtained cluster structure,
we can obtain the similarity matrix A ∈ {1, 0}NU×NU corre-
sponding to real-valued latent representations as:

Ai1,i2 =

{
1, Hi1(z

U
i1,0) = Hi2(z

U
i2,0)

0, Hi1(z
U
i1,0) 6= Hi2(z

U
i2,0)

(12)

where 1 indicates “similar”, 0 indicates not. Likewise, for
hash representations, we perform the hash functions for Ham-
ming distance L rounds and calculate the final hash values by
Eq.(13).

h
′(l)
i (bUi ) = b

(d)
i , H ′i(b

U
i ) =

∑L
l=1 2

L−1h
′(l)
i (13)

where h
′(l)
i denotes hash functions, H ′i(b

U
i ) denotes final

hash values, b(d)i indicates the binary value of the d-th dimen-
sion in D-dimensional hash representation bi. Users (item-
s) with the same hash values are projected into an identical
bucket and regarded as a cluster. With the obtained clus-
ter structure, the similarity matrix A′ ∈ {1, 0}NU×NU cor-
responding to hash representations can also be obtained.
Consistency Learning. Till now, joining both user side and
item side, the optimization objective of cluster consistency
can be defined by:

Lcons =
NU∑
i1=1

NU∑
i2=1

‖zUi1 − z
U
i2‖2A

′

i1,i2 +

NU∑
i1=1

NU∑
i2=1

(bUi1)T bUi2Ai1,i2

+

NV∑
j1=1

NV∑
j2=1

‖zVj1 − z
V
j2‖2A

′

j1,j2 +

NV∑
j1=1

NV∑
j2=1

(bVj1)T bVj2Aj1,j2

(14)
where, for the user side, the first term indicates that simi-
lar users’ hash representations require smaller Euclidean dis-
tances for users’ real-valued representations, while the sec-
ond term indicates that similar users’ real-valued representa-
tions require smaller Hamming distances for users’ hash rep-
resentations, which is likewise for the item side.

3.4 Combined Loss Function
Next, we put the two components together and get a fused
loss function of HCFRec defined as:

L = Lrating + λLcons (15)
where λ is a hyper-parameter that balances the loss of two
components, Lrating is the loss of the first component ob-
tained in Eq.(9), and Lcons is the loss of the second compo-
nent obtained in Eq.(14).

4 Experiments and Evaluation
We conduct extensive experiments to answer the following
questions: Q1: How does HCFRec compare with the state-
of-art approaches in terms of recommendation accuracy (see
subsection 4.3)? Q2: How does Hamming distance outper-
form real-valued inner product in terms of computational ef-
ficiency and storage costs (see subsection 4.4)? Q3: How
does HCFRec perform on parameter sensitivity (see subsec-
tion 4.5)?
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Datasets #users #itmes #ratings #sparsity
ML-100K 911 927 47,056 94.428%

MovieLens ML-1M 5,954 3,011 496,573 97.230%
ML-10M 67,976 8,882 4,972,679 99.176%
Clothing 6,671 20,755 39,819 99.971%

Amazon Office 838 2,894 11,385 99.531%
Toys 2,634 10,059 26,293 99.901%

Table 1: Datasets descriptions.

4.1 Data Preparation
We adopt two well-known datasets, MovieLens1 and Ama-
zon2 for experimental evaluations: (1) MovieLens collects
user ratings for movies, ranging from 1 (worst) to 5 (best).
We evaluate recommendation performance in terms of differ-
ent data scale, i.e., ML-100K, ML-1M, ML-10M. (2) Amazon
[He and McAuley, 2016] covers ratings (with the range of 1
to 5) for up to 24 product categories. We evaluate recommen-
dation performance on its 3 product categories, i.e., Clothing,
Shoes and Jewelry, Office Products, and Toys and Games.

We preprocess the data following [Hansen et al., 2020] and
[Lian et al., 2017] to filter users and items with less than 20
ratings. Moreover, only the last rating is reserved if a user has
rated an item multiple times. We sort the ratings in ascending
order according to the feedback time, and divide all datasets
into training set, validation set, and test set according to 5:2:3.
We summarize the dataset information with Table 1.

4.2 Experimental Settings

Comparison Methods. Five baselines classified into two
groups and two versions of our proposed approaches, i.e.,
HCFRec/no.C and HCFRec, are compared in our experi-
ments, where HCFRec/no.C is the version of HCFRec with-
out cluster consistency preserving component.

(1) Classical real-valued CF approaches: BPR: A clas-
sical recommendation framework maximizing posterior es-
timator to create a personalized ranking list for a group of
items [Rendle et al., 2009]. BiVAE: A state-of-the-art bilat-
eral VAE that learns user real-valued representations and item
real-valued representations for CF [Truong et al., 2021]3.

(2) Hash-CF approaches: DCF: An explicit feedback-
based Hash-CF method that learns balanced and uncorrelated
hash codes for recommendation task [Zhang et al., 2016]4. D-
PR: A Hash-CF method tha learns hash codes based on per-
sonalized ranking objective instead of rating prediction ob-
jective in DCF [Zhang et al., 2017a]5. BiVAEB: A version
directly binarizing the real-valued representations in BiVAE
for recommendation task, which is a baseline indicating the
quantization loss from real values to binary representations.
Evaluation Metrics. We focus on the item positions in rec-
ommendation lists to evaluate the accuracy of the above com-
petitive methods. In concrete, we adopt the following two

1https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens
2http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
3https://github.com/PreferredAI/bi-vae
4https://github.com/hanwangzhang/Discrete-Collaborative-

Filtering
5https://github.com/yixianqianzy/dpr

metrics: mean Average Precision (mAP) and normalized Dis-
counted Cumulatiive Gain (nDCG).
Parameter Setting. We conduct our experiments on an N-
VIDIA RTX 3090 GPU by PyTorch. We adopt Adam op-
timizer with learning rate 0.015 for training. Moreover, the
mini-batch SGD with the fixed batch size 128 is employed
for optimization. As the introduced hyper-parameters in our
model, we set γ in Eq. (6) as 0.015 and λ = 0.3 in Eq.(15).
Following [Zheng et al., 2020], we set ω = 8 in Eq.(10) and
B = 4 in Eq(11). Moreover, we setL = 1 in both Eq (11) and
Eq (13), because multiple rounds of training have replaced L
to make the obtained hash values confident.

4.3 Performance Comparison (for Q1)
We report the recommendation accuracy in terms of nDCG
and mAP respectively in Table 2 and Table 3. Moreover,
we evaluate the performance on all methods with both 16-
dimensional and 64-bit representations. To illustrate the per-
formance intuitively, we boldly mark the best performance
among all Hash-CF methods in each column.

As Table 2 and Table 3 show, HCFRec achieves supe-
rior performance over other Hash-CF baselines with im-
provements of at least 7.18% in terms of nDCG and at leat
20.75% in terms of mAP. Moreover, on Amazon-Clothing
and Amazon-Toys datasets (two extremely sparse settings),
HCFRec also achieves higher robustness of recommendation-
s over other Hash-CF baselines, which demonstrates a bet-
ter generalization ability of VAE framework. Furthermore,
considering the performance gap between HCFRec/no.C and
HCFRec, we find that semantic information takes effect for
more informative hash codes.

In addition to Hash-CF approaches, the state-of-the-art
real-valued CF (BPR and BiVAE) are also employed for
experimental evaluation. As expected, the two real-valued
CF methods perform better on all datasets since they lever-
age more informative representations than Hash-CF method-
s. However, we can observe that the performance gap be-
comes smaller when dimension increases. This is because
even in low-dimensional scenarios, real-valued CF can still
collect rich information for recommendations. In this situ-
ation, higher dimensions often bring a limited performance
improvement. As a contrast, more dimensions of hash code
often result in a higher ability of information representation
for better recommendation performances.

4.4 Efficiency and Storage (for Q2)

(a) computational efficiency (b) storage cost
Figure 2: Comparisons of real-valued representations and hash rep-
resentations in terms of efficiency and storage.

Recall that one of the major motivations of our proposal is
to recruit hash representation for more efficient computation
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MovieLens-100K MovieLens-1M MovieLens-10M

16dim 64dim 16dim 64dim 16dim 64dim

nDCG @2 @6 @10 @2 @6 @10 @2 @6 @10 @2 @6 @10 @2 @6 @10 @2 @6 @10

BPR .4840 .4644 .4498 .4815 .4468 .4231 .5194 .4944 .4765 .4607 .4438 .4290 .5607 .5241 .5002 .5619 .5285 .5069
BiVAE .6599 .6031 .5692 .6415 .5919 .5580 .5953 .5611 .5362 .6008 .5609 .5364 .5665 .5301 .5063 .5542 .5118 .4857
DCF .3031 .2968 .2854 .3279 .3043 .2966 .2436 .2393 .2342 .3743 .3559 .3487 .1297 .1364 .1183 .1836 .1792 .1723
DPR .3577 .3423 .3389 .3821 .3702 .3572 .2607 .2526 .2460 .3922 .3687 .3614 .1305 .1402 .1394 .2157 .2248 .2186

BiVAEB .2254 .2157 .2059 .1656 .1557 .1484 .1821 .1713 .1638 .0958 .0907 .0870 .1179 .1083 .1019 .0986 .0908 .0861
HCFRec/no.C .4039 .3945 .3815 .4429 .4072 .3849 .2708 .2547 .2503 .4169 .3892 .3725 .1334 .1448 .1575 .2371 .2458 .2447
HCFRec .4599 .4155 .3997 .4709 .4410 .4158 .3638 .3432 .3293 .4425 .4099 .3895 .1814 .1872 .1943 .2775 .2698 .2539

Amazon-Clothing Amazon-Office Amazon-Toys

16dim 64dim 16dim 64dim 16dim 64dim

nDCG @2 @6 @10 @2 @6 @10 @2 @6 @10 @2 @6 @10 @2 @6 @10 @2 @6 @10

BPR .0047 .0041 .0044 .0056 .0054 .0056 .0512 .0504 .0485 .0818 .0761 .0738 .0154 .0143 .0136 .0275 .0260 .0256
BiVAE .0073 .0067 .0071 .0089 .0076 .0080 .0973 .0867 .0816 .0803 .0792 .0729 .0390 .0352 .0329 .0364 .0326 .0312
DCF .0015 .0019 .0018 .0019 .0021 .0019 .0256 .0227 .0210 .0496 .0421 .0398 .0095 .0089 .0087 .0187 .0180 .0179
DPR .0016 .0021 .0022 .0026 .0025 .0025 .0267 .0240 .0239 .0573 .0564 .0552 .0103 .0096 .0093 .0213 .0209 .0199

BiVAEB .0006 .0005 .0006 .0002 .0004 .0005 .0132 .0143 .0130 .0220 .0207 .0194 .0075 .0063 .0070 .0047 .0045 .0047
HCFRec/no.C .0022 .0026 .0026 .0030 .0027 .0030 .0270 .0332 .0309 .0693 .0620 .0591 .0128 .0108 .0098 .0233 .0213 .0206
HCFRec .0037 .0029 .0034 .0041 .0035 .0037 .0478 .0474 .0478 .0779 .0748 .0723 .0134 .0131 .0135 .0242 .0224 .0221

Table 2: Experimental results on datasets.

MovieLens-100K MovieLens-1M MovieLens-10M Amazon-Clothing Amazon-Office Amazon-Toys

mAP@10 16dim 64dim 16dim 64dim 16dim 64dim 16dim 64dim 16dim 64dim 16dim 64dim

BPR .0801 .0772 .0556 .0520 .0865 .0917 .0016 .0021 .0112 .0189 .0032 .0071
BiVAE .1159 .1136 .0699 .0713 .0909 .0832 .0025 .0030 .0213 .0182 .0093 .0096
DCF .0427 .0431 .0135 .0289 .0108 .0193 .0005 .0007 .0054 .0125 .0013 .0049
DPR .0496 .0501 .0143 .0316 .0126 .0208 .0006 .0008 .0059 .0133 .0015 .0053

BiVAEB .0227 .0139 .0100 .0055 .0060 .0059 .0002 .0001 .0026 .0043 .0011 .0013
HCFRec/no.C .0581 .0585 .0176 .0369 .0131 .0239 .0009 .0010 .0062 .0148 .0024 .0061
HCFRec .0642 .0670 .0283 .0394 .0184 .0293 .0013 .0014 .0106 .0175 .0026 .0064

Table 3: Experimental results on datasets.

and lighter storage. In this subsection, we respectively inves-
tigate computational efficiency and storage cost as follows.
Computational Efficiency. We fix the user size to 100,000
and change the item size NV from 100 to 200,000. The 64-
dimensional representations of real-value and hash codes are
randomly generated. The evaluation results are illustrated in
Figure 2(a): computational time of real-valued representa-
tions grows exponentially as item scale increases; as a con-
trast, the time cost of hash representations achieves a speedup
factor of 40-50. This observation demonstrates the efficiency
benefit of Hash-CF for large-scale recommendation.
Storage Costs. We compare the storage costs in Figure 2(b)
with item sizes from 1 million to 1 billion. As expected, s-
toring real-valued representations consumes more space than
hash codes. This is because one dimension of real-valued rep-
resentation often needs 64 bits, while one dimension of hash
code needs only 1 bit. This fact highlights the space thrift of
Hash-CF for large-scale recommendation.

4.5 Parameter Sensitivity (for Q3)
We investigate the recommendation performances influenced
by hyper-parameters γ and λ in Figure 3, during which
the 64-dimensional hash representations are adopted and
the top-10 items are returned for evaluation nDCG perfor-
mance on the two sparsest datasets, i.e., Amazon-Clothing
and Amazon-Toys. With fixed λ = 0.3, we vary γ from 0.010
to 0.030. Figure 3(a) shows that our model achieves the best
performance when γ = 0.015. This is because a continuous
distribution extremely close to a discrete distribution (with γ
smaller than 0.015) is too complex to learn. As a contrast, the

(a) sensitivity of γ (b) sensitivity of λ
Figure 3: nDCG@10 w.r.t. different γ and λ.

much smoother distribution (with γ larger than 0.015) leads to
more quantization errors in the latter quantization step, so as
to dampen the recommendation performance. Furthermore,
we fix γ = 0.015 and evaluate nDCG@10 with λ verying
from 0.01 to 0.5. Figure 3(b) shows that the performances are
not sensitive to λ. Therefore, we set γ = 0.015 and λ = 0.3.

5 Conclusion

In the big data environment, Hash-CF has been proven a
promising technique to accelerate recommendation efficien-
cy by learning an optimal hash representation. However, tra-
ditional Hash-CF often falls short in the optimization on dis-
crete hash representations and the preservation of semantic
information. To tackle these issues, we introduce normal-
ized flow to learn the optimal hash code and deploy a cluster
consistency preserving mechanism to preserve the semantic
structure in representations. Extensive experiments conduct-
ed on six real-world datasets reveal the superiority of our pro-
posal in terms of accuracy and efficiency.
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